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Abstract. The study examines the uncertainties regarding the elements of Communication Ontology 
from the theoretical universe of communication discipline.  
 There are three primary analytical findings:  
 a) a coherent and rigorous ontology of human communication is missing;  
 b) communication as discipline has no thoroughly explicit ontology;  
 c) the current rudimentary ontology of communication is under the standards of a rigorous 
and robust ontology.  
 The main identified sources of uncertainty are the following:  
 a) the fact that the attitude and behavior of the communication discipline to take seriously as 
a discipline was established only in 1990’s;  
 b) the fact that a discipline without a secular past, communication cultivates itself as always 
being at the beginning;  
 c) the fact that, being always met and treated with courtesy, communication discipline has 
built hardly "face" among other subjects, leaving a false impression of instability;  
 d) enjoying success without making waste of effort and acting as "being on her own", 
communication did not, like other disciplines, the effort to define clear, to establish and impose an 
ontology. 
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1. Introduction 
 Among the components of a strong cogitative system, there is no imposed 
hierarchy. Nevertheless, in a natural way, ontology has set itself as the foremost 
formant. Taking into account this idea, it should be mentioned that the architectural 

primacy is contested by epistemology and ontology. The arguments of each one are 
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well-founded. The ontology emphasizes that the “human being”, “existence” precedes 
“knowledge”. Epistemology maintains that there is no existence without knowledge: 
once we learn about “something”, that thing exists as “something” or as unknown. In 
his paper “Knowing and Being”, J. R. Mensch shows that: the “paradigm (...) 
demands that we think the priority of being over knowing” (Mensch J. R., 2004, p. 8). 
This option is correct, but it is hardly approved of: “The difficulty of this thought, 
continues J. R. Mensch, is that we cannot see how we can speak about being before 
we know how far our statements actually describe it. Talk about being presupposes 
its knowability” (Mensch J. F., 2004, p. 8). At the beginning of the world, 
epistemology might be more important, but in an already established 

gnoseologically world, such as ours, the ontology represents the principled and 

principal component. On the other hand, both S. W. Littlejohn and K. A. Foss 
consider that we have perceived the hard axes as forming a tandem: “Epistemology 

and ontology go hand in hand because our ideas about knowledge depend in large 

part on our ideas about who is doing the knowledge. (...) In communication, ontology 
focus on the nature of human social interaction because the way a theorist 

conceptualizes interaction depends in large measure on how the communicator is 

viewed” (Littlejohn S. W., Foss K. A., 2008, p. 17). 
 

2. Ontology as axis one of a discipline 
The Ontology examines and inventories the existences, while the 

epistemology studies them. The categorization and the conceptualization represent 
fundamental ontological and epistemological processes. In fact, as Rafael Capurro 
emphasizes, “ontology has to do with Being itself” (Capurro R., 2006, p. 175). 
Thinking about terminology, Professor Dumitru Borţun highlights, at a given 

moment, “the unlimited optimism regarding the completion and the regulation of 
the language” (Borţun D., 2002, p. 81) (also Batâr, 2003; Bărbulescu, Ţâţu & Ţâţu, 

2007; Abrudan, 2009; Horga, 2011; Maior & Niţu, 2013). Even though this 

observation is made in the context of the epistemological thinking of communication, 
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it enables to understand that the communicational ontology is built slowly and with 
difficulty. 

The general ontology is a picture of existences. The ontology is defined as the 
study of the categories forming a field of existence likely to be conceptually 
structured as object of understanding and knowledge. The general ontology deals 
with the "existence of the object" or with the categories that form the object. In the 
theoretically modelled ontological practice, a few ontological theorems have been 
emphasised. The theorems are constructions-inferences fomade up of multi-
axiomatic explanations. A theorem results from the targeted combination of several 
axioms:  "Axioms can be combined to derive theorems" (Gudykunst W., 2005, p. 427). 

We can speak of 4 ontological communicational theorems:  

a) the theorem on the distinction between independent entities and dependent 
entities;  

b) the theorem on the ongoing distinction of the communicating agents or 

participants;  
c) the theorem onthe distinction between continuants and occurents; 

 d) the theorem onthe distinction between universals (also called kinds, 

species, or types) and particulars (individuals, instances, or tokens)”  
On the synchronous slope, the ontology means to put into incidence the 

diachronous vocabulary of the moment in relation to the object, the issue of the field. 
The object of study of the theory or science is split into categories. The perimeter to 
investigate is segmented into category plots (see also Bârgăoanu, Negrea & Dascălu, 
2010a; Bârgăoanu, Negrea & Dascălu, 2010b; Drămnescu, 2012). Therefore, the 
ontology applied will proceed to either (1) a scanning of the problem of the targeted 
field by relating it to shared-validated concepts, or (2) the operationally clear and 

distinct definition of the concepts, with the goal to end in being shared-validated. 
The methodological criteria for the systematic examination of the "picture of 

existences" set up by T. R. Gruber (1993) and N. Guarino (1995) in the cited works 

are as follows: clarity, coherence, extensibility (monotony and anticipation), 
"minimal encoding bias" and "minimal ontological commitment". The five form the 
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"design criteria". The main ontological operation is the formal specification of the 
targeted field and ontological objects (of the existence categories, the canonical 
concepts). Whatever the domain of the discourse may be, it will always mobilize an 
implicit ontology. All discourses are impregnated by an implicit ontology which is 
diffused into the structuring and functioning of the discourse. It can be identified. 
The implicit ontology is a practice, an application of a type of discursivity; it is the 
achievement of a directly unveiled project. If the ontological project is presented 
directly, then we are dealing with an explicit ontology. If the appurtenance of the 
discourse to a universe of discourse is specified, if the concepts and reference 
categories are specified, if the theories, paradigms, models and principles used are 

made known, then we are dealing with an explicit ontology (Batâr, 2000a; Batâr, 

2000b; Munteanu, 2013). Explicit ontology is a program of thinking within a 
ontology. Sometimes the explicit ontology and implicit ontology may not correspond. 

There is an implicit ontology in any discourse. It is specific to the discourse 

appurtenance domain. In a philosophical study, we shall necessarily find a 
philosophical ontology.  

When a text in the domain of the communication discipline is subject to the 

ontological assessment of a typical standard lecturer, the latter will have ontological 
assignment problems. There are two causes: a) as a discipline, communication does 

not have a properly set and easily identifiable ontology, and b) the communication 
culture is still insufficient in order to remedy the ontological ambiguity of 
communication through it.  

The ontology, as perimeter of the lexicon, of the concepts, categories, 
taxonomies, paradigms, models and principles, dictates the specific nuances. The 
implicit ontology has the conceptual-category vocabulary and taxonomies, 

classifications as first criterion of determination. Essentially, it is a matter of two 
"lists". P. S. Gray et al. understand the taxonomy as a "list of categories" (Gray P. S. 
et al., 2007, p. 18) (also Afloroaei, 2008; Dumitru, 2011; Stavre, 2012; Vlăduţescu G., 

2013).  
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3. Sources of uncertainty in Communication Ontology 
For the first time, the urgent need for an ontology of communication was felt 

at the end of the 1980s. Then T. B. Frentz and T. S. Farrell noticed "the concept of 
communication itself demands a common ontology which is accessible to its 
participants through form" (Frentz & Farrell, 1989, p. 305).  

The ontology is the royal way. It is axis 1 of any discipline. The ontology of the 
human communication is axis 1, A1, of the discipline of communication, a General 
Communication Science. The ontology is responsible for the universe of study. It 
establishes the extension and the elements of the object of any science, including 
those of the General Communication Science. All the other function within this 

boundary, and when they want to extend it, this could be accomplished only through 

the ontology. The sequencer axes thesis has two corollaries:  
(1) ontology, epistemology, methodology and axiology, together with history, 

psychology, sociology, anthropology, hermeneutics, praxeology, ethics, logics, ecology, 

philosophy of communication, and communication law represent axes of the 
cogitation system called General Communication Science; 

(2) the axes are internal articulations and, as a strong science (Balaban, 2013), 

i.e. rigorous and robust, General Communication Science describes the whole set of 
axes as components. 

Concurrently, in the sequence of the systematic cogitation and computation, it 
is ontology, and not epistemology, that which represents the axis that opens the 
General Communication Science. Any ontology presupposes an epistemology, while 
it is achieved towards an epistemology and the other axes.  

The fundamental stake of the communication ontology is to fix a standard 
lexicon of the theoretical-scientific communication universe. This taxonomic lexicon 

refers to: 1) paradigms, 2) models, 3) basic cogitations (laws, principles, axioms, 
postulates, theorems, paradoxes, etc.), 4) essential ontological components 

(processes, structures, elements like sender, receiver, actant, actor, agent, 

communicator, message, channel, context, etc.), 5) categories, concepts, and theories. 
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A lexicon is a flexible standard, which assigns the boundaries and organization to a 
discipline. 

Ordering the concepts and categories of communication and systematizing the 
communication domain are ontological, necessary undertakings that can only be 
achieved in the environment of a strong and convergent community of the 
communication specialists. 

The Ontology of Human Communication is the picture of the existence of 
communication.  

Ontology is the existence certificate of an universe.  It aims at:  
 (1) setting a language, certain definitions, concepts and existence categories;  

(2 establishing certain protocols of cognitive-cogitative and diachronic 

organization of the universe;  
(3)  accrediting certain models and paradigms;  

(4) distilling certain synthetic cogitations, such as principles, axioms, 

postulates, theorems, laws, paradoxes, etc.; and 
(5) integrating the scientific community in a mutual thinking in relation to a 

cogitative object, to an object of study.  

 Communication has no thoroughly explicit ontology. A robust and rigorous 
ontology of human communication is missing. A strong discipline has a certain 

shape, a purpose and an ontological status. We see this in G. J. Shepherd’s writings, 
too: “Disciplines forward unique ontological views; they tell us what matters about 
Being and they represent essentialist ideas. From modernity point of view, then, 
how can there be a discipline of communication? Nullius in Verba: words are 
nothing. How can one be a disciple of nothing? As a mere vehicle, communication 
has no existential status in modernity. In a sense, communication may carry Being, 

but in and of itself, communication is Being-less.” (Shepherd G. J., 1993, p. 87).  
All sciences have an ontology which is consolidated by the accumulations 

brought by converting the facts of observation in theories and concepts. For example, 

Linda Wetzel speaks of “mathematical ontology”; she shows that, over time, 
mathematics has enriched its ontology with increasingly new entities: “over the 
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centuries, mathematics has added more and more sorts of objects to its ontology” 
(Wetzel, 2009, p. 42). This is basically the way of developing the disciplines 
(Maturana, 1991; Creţu, 2009). This is also the case with communication. 
Specifically, the current issue of communication is that although it uses ontologies, 
it has not discursively consolidated an ontology. It has implicit and explicit 
ontologies for each of the three paradigms up to now, it has implicit and explicit 
ontologies for the schools representing the paradigms. However, communication 
does not have an interrogative and convergence “communication ontology”. It has a 
few good dictionaries, but it does not have a discursively founded trans-historical 
interrogative ontology. It means it does not have an ontology to integrate all entities 

of the communication universe of study. Our project is the design of a ontology 

within an ontology engineering. At this moment, ontology is the universe of 
existences, of entities, of objects of speech.  

The current ontology of communication is under the standards of a rigorous 

and robust ontology. A ontology of an universe is based particularly on the general 
culture of the science and on the communication within the field. In communication, 

there has been no ontologically directed communication. Communication also lacks a 

thoroughly structured vocabulary, as well as a culture of communication. We all 
discuss communication and cultivate the idea of communication. Everyone speaks of 

their own job, their own activity. Everyone speaks about the communication specific 
to their professional, family, etc. environment (Maior, 2009; Grosu, 2009; Siminică & 
Traistaru, 2013).  
 The rigorous and robust ontology of a settled discipline becomes noticeable by 
complying with 3 standards:  
 (1) the fact that science is taken seriously as an ontological discipline,  

 (2) the rare invocation of a self-ontological definition, and  
 (3) the fact that it is ontologically related to the other disciplines, as in 

partner-disciplines. 

 (1) A discipline without a secular past, communication cultivates itself as 
always being at the beginning. In 1991, C. R. Berger asked himself "Why are there 
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so few communication theories?" and noted "the relative lack of theory development 
by researchers" (Berger C. R., 1991, p. 102). Accordingly, in 1992, after 
approximately 45 years since the establishment of the discipline, Brant R. Burleson 
also noted there was "a lack of theories on the nature of human communication", 
and presumably demanded that "communication would be taken seriously" 
(Burleson B. R., 1992, p. 79). In 1993, Robert T. Craig noted there were "many 
communication theories" (Craig R. T., 1993, p. 26). Afterwards, Craig ascertained 
that communication, communication theory, “even now has not yet matured” (Craig, 
2001; Craig, 2013). Communication must be taken seriously as existence in 
ontological terms. 

(2) A mature discipline has a clear and distinct basic (ontological) vocabulary, 

suitable for operational research of relevance.  
(3) Having problems with its own ontology, with its own universe, 

communication has a relatively unstable situation. When you do not know how far 

your theories spread, you are constantly in danger to enter someone else's territory 
and you are always likely to start a conflict. Communication, in its non-rigorous self-

knowledge, is thereby a conflictual discipline. Once it has become rigorous, it will be 

able to come to agreements and make partners and friends. Meanwhile, not only is 
communication on a minefield, but the community it serves and lives in its temple is 

also on a minefield. We will only recall the fact that personalities of the discipline do 
not cite each other and that communication schools do not use the concepts and 
theories of other schools. We shall not exemplify them.  

 
4. Conclusion: Towards a human communication ontology  

An ontology of communication is necessary  

(1) to organize the communication field in terms of category,  
(2) to systematize the communication field, communicative entities (concepts, 

categories, paradigms, theories, models, systemic ontological elements, principles, 

axioms, theorems),  
(3) to decide a mutual terminological index,  
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(4) to create the existence and convergence platform for the other axes of 
study, including itself. Of those axes, ontology is the only one that can speak 
ontologically, i.e. motivated, and existentially about itself.  

Regarding the ontology, we can speak of general ontology and specific 
ontologies of speech, of implicit ontology and explicit ontology, of an external-
realistic ontology and of an internal-subjective ontology. 
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